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ABSTRACT

We characterize coupling between two identical
collinear hollow core Bragg fibers, assuming TE01

launching condition. Using multipole method and fi-
nite element method we investigate dependence of the
beat length between supermodes of the coupled fibers
and supermode radiation losses as a function of the
inter-fiber separation, fiber core radius and index of
the cladding. We established that coupling is maximal
when fibers are touching each other decreasing dramat-
ically during the first tens of nanometers of separation.
However residual coupling with the strength propor-
tional to the fiber radiation loss is very long range de-
creasing as an inverse square root of the inter-fiber sepa-
ration, and exhibiting periodic variation with inter-fiber
separation. Finally, coupling between the TE01 modes
is considered in a view of designing a directional cou-
pler. We find that for fibers with large enough core radii
one can identify broad frequency ranges where inter-
modal coupling strength exceeds super-mode radiation
losses by an order of magnitude, thus opening a pos-
sibility of building a directional coupler. We attribute
such unusually strong inter-mode coupling both to the
resonant effects in the inter-mirror cavity as well as a
proximity interaction between the leaky modes local-
ized in the mirror.

Keywords: photonic crystal fiber, microstructured
fiber, Bragg fiber, directional coupler

1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, hollow core Photonic Band Gap (PBG) mi-
crostructured and Bragg fibers have been experimen-
tally demonstrated to exhibit guidance and low trans-
mission loss at 1.55µm,1 3.0µm and 10.6µm2 promis-
ing considerable benefits for long haul transmission and
high power guidance applications almost anywhere in
the IR. Hollow PBG fibers guide light through the hol-
low (gaseous) core featuring very low material loss and
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nonlinearity, by achieving radiation confinement via re-
flection from the surrounding dielectric multilayer mir-
ror. Development of hollow PBG fibers motivated re-
search in the design of directional couplers based on
similar fibers to provide a uniform guiding/switching
fabric, where the same type of fiber is used to guide
and to manipulate light, thus addressing compatibility
issues and reducing link losses.

Because of the wider availability of microstructured
PBG fibers, most of the recent experimental and the-
oretical work has concentrated on the design of direc-
tional couplers based on such fibers.3–7 Particularly, at
the preform stage, silica rods are arranged to form two
closely spaced silica or air cores separated by several
air-silica layers, all surrounded by a hexagonal lattice
of silica rods. When the preform is drawn, the resultant
microstructured fiber exhibits two closely spaced identi-
cal cores surrounded by a PBG reflector. Theoretically,
coupling between two cores has been studied by finite
element/difference methods with absorbing boundary
conditions.8, 9

In this work we for the first time, to our knowledge,
consider the coupling between another type of PBG
fibers - hollow Bragg fibers. Our main interest is to
characterize coupling strength between collinear PBG
Bragg fibers, and propagation losses of the lowest loss
“telecommunication quality”10 TE01-like supermodes.
The issue of inter-fiber modal coupling can be of im-
portance when several hollow photonic crystal fibers are
placed in the proximity of each other, because of the es-
tablished very long radiation driven interaction range
between such fibers. We also address the possibility of
building Bragg fiber based directional couplers for TE01

modes. Unlike for PBG microstructured fibers, the cur-
rent process of Bragg fiber fabrication does not allow
placing the cores of two Bragg fibers arbitrarily close,
while creating a common PBG reflector on the outside
of both cores. We show that enhanced resonant cou-
pling is still possible even with standard Bragg fibers
by tuning the separation between them to specific val-
ues with Bragg fiber mirrors of adjacent fibers creating
an open resonant cavity.
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Figure 1. The pair of identical hollow Bragg fibers sepa-
rated by the inter-mirror distance d. Dielectric profile along
the inter-fiber center line resembles a 1D Bragg grating with
a central defect formed by the inter-mirror cavity.

2. DIRECTIONAL COUPLING AS A
FUNCTION OF INTER-FIBER

SEPARATION

We consider two collinear hollow PBG Bragg fibers of
core radius Rc, outer mirror radius Ro and inter-mirror
separation d. In Fig. 1 we present schematics of the
system together with a dielectric profile along the line
passing through the fiber centers. We assume that the
PBG mirror is made of two dielectrics with refractive
indexes nh > nl > nc, where nc is a core index (for hol-
low fibers nc = 1), while the corresponding mirror layer
thicknesses dh, dl are chosen to form a quarter-wave
stack for grazing angles of incidence.10 Thus, denoting
λ to be the center wavelength of the primary Band Gap,
then dh

√
n2

h − n2
c = dl

√
n2

l − n2
c = λ/4. The cladding

index nclad may be chosen at will. By inspection of
Fig. 1, the dielectric profile along the fiber center line
resembles a 1D Bragg grating made of fiber reflector
mirrors and a central defect of size d corresponding to
the inter-mirror cavity. The quarter-wave thickness of
each mirror layer ensures the largest Band Gap (stop
band) of the reflector Bragg grating, so that radiation
incoming from the hollow core onto the confining mirror
will be maximally reflected. However, when the opti-
cal length of the central defect inserted between two
Bragg gratings is λν/2, ν ∈ (0, 1, ...), it is known that
the transmission through such a grating-defect-grating
multilayer stack will exhibit a narrow maximum at λ,
although the transmission everywhere else in the Bragg
grating stop band will remain strongly suppressed. In
the case of two identical Bragg fibers, the first resonance

occurs when the fibers are touching (d = 0) as the two
outside high index layers of the fiber-mirrors create a
λ/2 defect (see Fig. 1). Introducing a free space wave
number k = 2π/λ, modal propagation constant β, and
transverse modal wave number in the defect layer of re-
fractive index n and thickness d as kt

n =
√

(kn)2 − β2,
we rewrite the resonant condition for a half-wavelength
defect as dkt

n = πν. Thus, anytime the inter-mirror
separation d approaches its resonant value we expect
an increase in the inter-fiber coupling due to enhanced
radiation leakage from one core to another mediated
by the resonant inter-mirror cavity. The spectral width
and the maximum of an enhanced coupling peak will
be a strong function of the inter-mirror cavity Q fac-
tor. Because of the cylindrical shape of the fiber Bragg
reflectors, the inter-mirror cavity Q factor is ultimately
limited by the finite curvature of the fiber ∼ R−1

o . Fi-
nally, to increase the spectral width of a coupling peak
one can adopt a standard solution from thin film filters
where the structure of the Bragg reflector is modified
to present a sequence of several low quality λ/4 stacks
coupled together by λ/2 defects, exhibiting a designable
spectral width step-like transmission response.

We now address the impact of cladding index nclad on
the PBG Bragg fiber coupling. It was demontrated10

that low loss modes in the PBG Bragg fibers have their
propagation constants situated close to the core mate-
rial light line, particularly, 1−β/(knc) ∼ (λ/Rc)2. Typ-
ical values of the core radii for a long-haul PBG Bragg
fiber10 being Rc ∼ 10−15λ. Thus, in the core material
kt

nc
=

√
(knc)2 − β2 ∼ R−1

c , while in the material with
n > nc, kt

n � k
√

n2 − n2
c . Thus, if cladding index is

the same as the core index nclad = nc, one expects a
resonant increase in the coupling between PBG Bragg
fibers at d = πν/(knc

) ∼ νRc, while if nclad > nc, then
d � λν/(2

√
n2

clad − n2
c) where ν ∈ (0, 1, ...) in both

cases.

As the distance L = 2Ro + d between the fiber cen-
ters increase, the intensities of the radiated fields from
the core of one fiber at the position of the second fiber
will decrease with distance as E ∼ √

Im(β)/L, where
Im(β) is proportional to the modal radiation loss. Clas-
sical consideration of inter-fiber coupling between simi-
lar modes suggests that the coupling strength is propor-
tional to the overlap of the fields of one fiber in the mir-
ror region of the other fiber, leading to the Im(β)/

√
L

dependence of the PBG Bragg fiber coupling strength
with the modal loss and inter-fiber separation.

To strengthen our simple analysis, we quantify the
coupling between the lowest loss “telecommunication
quality” TE01 modes of the two identical collinear PBG
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Figure 2. Normalized coupling strength |Re(δβ)|/Im(βTE)
and supermode radiation losses Im(β+)/Im(βTE),
Im(β−)/Im(βTE) in a system of two collinear hollow
Bragg fibers as a function of inter-mirror separation d.
Cladding index is the same as core index nc = nclad. All
the curves are normalized by the radiation losses of the
TE01 mode of a stand alone hollow Bragg fiber.

Bragg fibers employing a multipole method11 to solve
for the leaky modes of the fiber pair. In a stand alone
fiber, TE01 is a singlet state with electric field vector
circling along the dielectric interfaces10 . When sec-
ond identical fiber is introduced, rotational symmetry
of a single fiber is broken and interaction between TE01

modes of Bragg fibers leads to the appearance of two su-
permodes with propagation constants β− and β+ close
to β. The remaining symmetry of a system is described
by C2v group that includes reflections in (XZ), (Y Z)
planes and inversion with respect to the system sym-
metry center O (see Fig. 1). Symmetry considerations
show that at the symmetry center O, one of the super-
modes will have a local maximum of the electric field,
while the other will have a node.

We first quantify coupling strength between fibers
and radiation losses of the supermodes as a function of
the inter-mirror separation d for the case when nc =
nclad. We characterize inter-fiber coupling strength by
the difference in the real parts of supermode propaga-
tion constants δβ = |β+ − β−|, while modal radiation
losses are defined by the imaginary parts of their propa-
gation constants. Bragg fiber under study has 7 mirror
layers (starting and ending with a high index layer),
nc = 1, nh = 2.8, nl = 1.5, nclad = nc = 1, Rc = 5µm,
operating wavelength is 1.55µm. On Fig. 2 normalized
coupling strength and radiation losses of supermodes
are presented. Normalization factor is radiation loss of
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Figure 3. Normalized coupling strength and supermode ra-
diation losses as a function of inter-mirror separation d. Dif-
ferent line types corresponding to different fiber core radii,
solids - Rc = 10µm, dashed - Rc = 15µm, and dotted -
Rc = 20µm. Left plot is a blow-up of the nearly touching
fiber region 0.2µm < d < 1µm exhibiting dramatic increase
in the fiber coupling compared to almost constant super-
mode radiation losses.

a TE01 mode, which for this fiber is 11.2dB/m. One
observes that coupling strength exhibits periodical vari-
ation as separation between fibers increase. Locations
of the maxima in coupling strength match well with
the predicted half wave condition for the optical de-
fect length d = πν/(knc

) ∼ νRc (marked by the ver-
tical dotted lines). Locations of the maxima in super-
mode losses are also close to the half-wave separation
between fiber mirrors, suggesting that loss increase is
due to field leakage out of the open inter-mirror cavity,
where at resonance field intensity is enhanced. From
Fig. 2 one also observes a very slow decrease in coupling
with inter-fiber separation. By analyzing the values of
the coupling maxima as a function of distance up to
d = 100µm a clear |δβ| ∼ (2Ro + d)−0.5 dependence is
observed.

As argued in the previous section, when nc = nclad

position of the maxima of modal coupling scales pro-
portionally to the core radius Rc. On Fig. 3 we verify
this scaling by plotting normalized coupling and super-
mode radiation losses as a function of the inter-fiber
separation for three Bragg fibers having different core
radii Rc = [10, 15, 20]µm, and the same dielectric pro-
file and operating wavelength as before. In Fig. 3 nor-
malized coupling strength and radiation losses of super-
modes are presented. The normalization factor for each
curve is a corresponding radiation loss of TE01 mode -
0.66dB/m, 0.13dB/m, 0.04dB/m. One observes that
coupling strength exhibits periodic variation as separa-
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Figure 4. Normalized coupling strength and supermode
radiation losses of coupled hollow Bragg fibers as a function
of inter-mirror fiber separation d around second resonance.
Cladding index is larger than core index nclad = 1.3, nc = 1.
Different line types correspond to different Bragg fiber core
radii, solid lines - Rc = 5µm, dashed lines - Rc = 10µm,
and dotted lines - Rc = 20µm. Maximum of the coupling
strength slowly decreases as fiber core radius increases.

tion between the fibers increase. As argued in the pre-
vious section, when nc = nclad inter-mirror separation
corresponding to the maxima of modal coupling scales
proportionally to the core radius d = πν/(knc

) ∼ νRc,
which is clearly observable from the plot. When looking
in the region of small inter-mirror separations 0.2µm <
d < 1µm (left subplot of Fig. 3) one observes a sub-
stantial increase in the coupling strength that consid-
erably surpasses the supermode radiation losses when
the distance between mirrors is decreased. Moreover,
for the same inter-mirror separation d, the coupling
strength increases with an increase in the fiber core ra-
dius, signifying that the quality of the inter-mirror cav-
ity resonator increases as Rc increases. Overall, from
Figs. 3 we observe that for nc = nclad, coupling between
Bragg fibers stays comparable to the supermode radia-
tion losses even at very large separations, while in the
region of almost touching fibers d < 1µm, the coupling
strength considerably exceeds the supermode radiation
losses.

Next, we investigate coupling strength between fibers
and supermode radiation losses as a function of inter-
mirror separation d when nclad > nc. Bragg fibers un-
der study have the same dielectric profile and operat-
ing wavelength as before except for the value of the
cladding index nclad = 1.3. On Fig. 4 we present the
normalized coupling strengthm and supermode radia-

tion losses for three different Bragg fibers of core radii
Rc = 5µm, Rc = 10µm and Rc = 20µm as a function
of the inter-mirror separation around their second max-
imum. By inspection of Fig. 4 we observe that indepen-
dently of the fiber core radius, locations of the second
maxima ν = 1 in the coupling strength match well with
the predicted based on the half-wave condition for the
optical defect length d = λν/(2

√
n2

clad − n2
c) (marked

by the dotted line). When comparing the values of
the fiber coupling at the first maxima, one observes
that the coupling slowly decreases as the fiber core
radius increases. Difference in behavior of the inter-
fiber coupling strength with the change of fiber core
radius Rc for the cases nc = nclad and nclad > nc can
be rationalized as following. Resonant phenomena in
the inter-mirror cavity comes from a coherent addition
of the multiply reflected radial waves originally radi-
ated from the fiber core. Phase difference that radial
wave experiences by traversing from the first mirror to
the second depends strongly on the inter-mirror sep-
aration. In turn, inter mirror separation depends on
the angle θ (see Fig. 1) at which the wave escapes the
core. For small angles and d � Ro, d(θ) � d(0)+Roθ

2.
Phase shift that radial wave experience after one trip
is φ(θ) = d(θ)kt

n, where kt
n is a transverse wave num-

ber. Thus, waves travelling at different angles will have
somewhat different phases, and at some critical θc the
phase difference φ(θc)−φ(0) = π will lead to destructive
interference of waves in the inter-mirror cavity. The
larger the θc the higher the quality of the resonator
will be. When nc = nclad, φ(θ) − φ(0) = Roθ

2knc
,

and as knc
∼ R−1

c , Rc ∼ Ro we arrive at θc ∼ 1
which is independent of the core radius. In contrast,
when nclad > nc, φ(θ) − φ(0) = Roθ

2kn, and as
kn � ω

√
n2 − n2

c , then θc ∼ √
λ/Rc, thus slowly de-

creasing as the core radius increases. Hence, in the case
nclad > nc the quality of the resonator decreases when
the core radius is increased.

Finally, we have also observed that the multipole
method11 while performing very efficiently at the inter-
mirror separations d/Ro > 0.1, exhibits slow conver-
gence at smaller separations, and at d/Ro < 0.01 con-
vergence becomes problematic. To further study touch-
ing fibers we resort to a finite element mode solver with
absorbing boundary conditions.

3. DIRECTIONAL COUPLING AS A
FUNCTION OF WAVELENGTH

In this section we study feasibility of designing a di-
rectional coupler based on two touching hollow Bragg
fibers studied by the finite element mode solver.8 In
the following we assume the same structure of the two
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Figure 5. Normalized coupling strength and supermode
radiation losses as a function of fiber core radii Rc at
λ = 1.45µm. With increasing core radius one observes a
tendency of gradual increase of the coupling strength rela-
tive to the highest radiation loss of the supermodes.

Bragg fibers as before, now touching along their length
(d = 0 in Fig.1), designed for 1.55µm operation wave-
length with index of the cladding matched with that
of a core nclad = nc = 1. We first characterize cou-
pling strength between fibers and radiation losses of
the supermodes as a function of the fiber core radii Rc

at a fixed frequency of λ = 1.45µm. Because of the
cylindrical shape of the fiber Bragg reflectors, inter-
mirror cavity Q factor is limited by the mirror finite
curvature, with Q and, thus, inter-fiber coupling in-
creasing for larger core radii. In Fig. 5 normalized
coupling strength and radiation losses of supermodes
are presented. Normalization factor for each curve is a
corresponding radiation loss of TE01 mode of a stand
alone fiber. One observes that with increasing core ra-
dius coupling strength exhibits a tendency of gradual
increase relative to the radiation losses of the super-
modes. For the core radii larger than 10µm the ratio of
the coupling strength to supermode radiation loss ap-
proaches a factor of 10 allowing, in principle, to build
a directional coupler. Resonant features correspond to
the points of accidental degeneracy of TE01 with higher
order modes.

In Fig. 6 we plot normalized coupling strength and
supermode radiation losses as a function of wavelength
λ for Rc = 15µm and three different inter-fiber sep-
arations d = 0µm, d = 0.2µm and d = 0.5µm.
For d = 0.5µm the coupling strength is weak and on
the order of the supermode radiation losses, changing
smoothly as a function of frequency. As inter-fiber sepa-
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Figure 6. Normalized coupling strength and supermode ra-
diation losses as a function of wavelength λ for Rc = 15µm
and inter-fiber separations d = 0, 0.2, 0.5µm. For 1.4µm <
λ < 1.55µm one observes a factor of 10 ratio of coupling
strength to the highest radiation loss of the supermodes.
Sharp resonances in the coupling strength correspond to
the accidental mode crossing of TE01 with high angular
momenta modes of the reflector. In the insert d = 0µm,
the |Ey| fields are presented at the frequencies close and
directly at one of the sharp resonances. The region of
1.55µm < λ < 1.65µm is dominated by a prolong cou-
pling between TE01 and an m = 2 mode leading to a broad
resonance and an increase in the supermode losses.
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ration decreases, the coupling strength exhibits a rapid
increase across a broad frequency range together with
appearance of many sharp resonances (d = 0.2µm in
Fig. 6). When fibers are touching d = 0µm the coupling
strength strongly dominates supermode radiation losses
in a broad frequency range. For 1.4µm < λ < 1.55µm,
for example, the radio of coupling strength to the su-
permode radiation losses reaches a factor of 10. For a
corresponding planar system of grating-defect-grating
with a dielectric profile of Fig. 1 the resonance peak is,
however, only several nanometers wide which is in con-
tradiction with the Fig. 6 very broad resonant features.
Thus, a simple picture of enhanced inter-fiber coupling
has to modified. As spectral width of the enhanced cou-
pling peak depends strongly on the inter-mirror cavity
Q factor, we believe that broad resonant features in
Fig. 6 can be explained by low Q factor of the reso-
nant inter-mirror cavity due to a finite curvature of the
fiber. As our mode solver was limited to the core radii
less than 20µm we were not able to investigate further
the narrowing of the resonance for larger radii. Another
prominent feature of Fig. 6 is a presence of sharp and
broad regions of increase in the supermode losses. Be-
cause of a multimoded nature of hollow Bragg fibers,
lowest loss TE01 mode exhibits multiple points of ac-
cidental degeneracies with higher loss modes. At such
degeneracy points TE01-like supermode exhibits sharp
loss increase by “picking-up” some of the higher order
mode loss. In general, we find that broad frequency
regions of increase in the supermode losses are due to
interaction with low angular momenta modes. For ex-
ample, by inspecting band diagram of a stand alone
fiber we find that in the region 1.55µm < λ < 1.65µm
an m = 2 mode crosses TE01 mode twice staying al-
most degenerate with it in the whole interval. In Fig. 6,
d = 0µm this broad modal interaction region is char-
acterized by an increase in a supermode loss. We have
further verified our assumption by modifying the loca-
tion of the modal degeneracy region by adding more
layers to the reflector, and observed a consistent shift
of a broad resonance. On the other hand, by inspecting
the modal fields around the sharp resonances (inserts in
Fig. 6, d = 0µm) we conclude that such resonances cor-
respond to the points of degeneracies of a TE01 mode
with the high angular momentum mirror modes. At res-
onance, a hybrid mode has intensity maximum in the
inter-mirror cavity defect while the fields in the hollow
fiber cores are reduced. We have verified that in a stand
alone fiber there is a large number of high angular mo-
menta m > 6 leaky modes with propagation constants
close to the air line and fields concentrated mostly in
the fiber reflector. In a region just outside of the fiber

such modes exhibit a fast decay in the cladding. Thus,
sharp resonances due to interaction with such modes
disappear quickly with increase in the inter-fiber sepa-
ration as clearly observable in Fig. 6 d = 0, 0.2, 0.5µm.

4. CONCLUSION

To summarize, we found that unlike in silica fibers,
where the modal tail decays exponentially into the
cladding, the radiation field from a hollow PBG Bragg
fiber decays in the cladding very slowly as an inverse
of the square root of the inter-fiber separation exhibit-
ing periodic oscillations. Moreover, the beat length
between supermodes π/Re(β+ − β−) stays on the or-
der of the supermode decay length 1/Im(β±) even for
very large inter-fiber separations ∼ 100µm. When two
straight pieces of PBG Bragg fiber are spaced less than
1µm from each other we observed a dramatic increase
in the modal coupling without a substantial increase in
the supermode losses. We demonstrated that for two
touching PBG Bragg fibers of substantially large core
radius the frequency regions can be identified where a
large increase in the modal coupling is observed with-
out a substantial increase in the supermode losses. In
this regime, the supermode beat length becomes much
smaller than the supermode decay length, opening a
possibility of building a directional coupler exhibit-
ing only a fraction of modal losses along the coupler
length. Because of the multimoded nature of hollow
PBG Bragg fibers, special care should be taken to avoid
accidental modal degeneracies between the mode of op-
eration and higher order modes at the frequency of in-
terest.
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